
 

 

How Your Business Can Benefit From Mobile Apps 
If you aren’t making mobile apps part of your local business in some form, you may 
be missing a hidden segment of your market – and it’s a segment most likely to buy!   

We’re talking about the sub-culture that has emerged to become the mainstream 
norm in modern, North American life:  Searching for businesses with mobile devices 
and looking for the best deals.  

Many people have developed the philosophy:  “If I can’t find the information I need in 
my mobile, this local is not worth checking out.”  Google has further reinforced that 
with it’s new algorithm. If your site isn’t mobile friendly, it ranks lower in Google’s 
search index.  

These same people searching for businesses on their mobiles… 

• While actually out and about – and looking to buy 

• Mentioned in online reviews 

• Mentioned in social network recommendations 

• For coupons, special offers and discounts 

• Featuring QR code deals they can use their mobiles to claim  

These five actions are not even “trends” any more – they have become habits that 
are now firmly entrenched in our culture. 

Microsoft Tag published an infographic in March, 2011, which still holds true today.  
In fact, you can safely bet that mobile usage has increased dramatically since then: 

 



 

 

Local Vox.com has compiled stats on mobile use and shopping habits – many of 
these stats surprising.  The list starts out like so: 

 

Local Vox’s compiled data covers all mobile elements of business today – both 
online and local – and is well worth checking out, if you have any lingering doubts. 

There are two ways in which you, as a business, can benefit from mobile apps:   

• Using third-party apps 

• Creating your own app – one that is unique to your business and priceless to 
your customers 

Why Apps Work so Well 

Before we look at our next case study, let’s take a break for a moment, and figure 
out why Apps have caught on so firmly… 

1. They make life instantly easier for the user – on the run 

2. They are highly visual – and “visual” engages the brain and attention span of 
today’s digitally-hyperactive user for more quickly and hypnotically than text 
(reading is work!) 

3. They are interactive.  People with mobiles love to click, scroll and experience 
the sort of “magic” result a QR code (or simple click) provides 

4. They help you find “hidden” audience segments – ones who are highly 
motivated to spend 

5. They always contain a reward – which could be any of the following: 

• Instant information and problem solved 

• Time shortcuts 

• Saving money 

They make customers come back more often.  Why? 



 

 

It’s simple.  Apps are addictive to most mobile users.  And it’s all in the ease of use 
and instant gratification – something today’s mobile users are ceaselessly looking 
for.  So let’s take a look at how local businesses can benefit from mobile apps… 

Case Study #1:  DiMaggio’s Restaurants 

 

DiMaggio’s restaurant in Glasgow, Scotland, was not satisfied with optimizing their 
website for mobile, and featuring information, menus and Gift Voucher offers. 

This forward-thinking restaurant chain created its own mobile app, which allows 
customers to: 

• Instantly view current Special Offers 

• Make reservations on the spot at any of the Di Maggio group restaurants 

• Get the latest updates and news 

Notice also that, not content with adding a custom App tailored to their customers’ 
most common actions, they also introduced what could easily have been a third-
party App end product:  A QR code. 

 

QR codes are special graphic bar codes for mobile users, who scan these codes 
whenever they find one, to see where it takes them. 



 

 

The QR code destination can be any place a local business owner desires: 

• A website; or website landing page 

• A text message 

• An email address 

• A phone number 

One popular destination often chosen by restaurant owners:  A coupon or special 
offer pertaining to a meal. 

Di Maggio’s has used their QR code a little differently:  It takes the person who 
scans it directly to download their easy-to-use App, so that for the end user, it’s like 
having access to the restaurant as easily as standing in the lobby talking to the 
Maître d’ or waiter.  Both the DiMaggio custom App and the QR code itself fulfill the 
most important purpose of all local business Apps: 

• Make life easier for busy people on the go 

These two Apps also tie into the social culture of App users:  To make choices (and 
bookings) on the go via their Mobile searches – and Apps. 

But this Scottish-Italian restaurant knows how to get the most out of their App dollar 
by optimizing their website to the max.  For example, they don’t just create a page 
telling the mobile searcher about their food:  They include yet another interactive, 
easily-clickable element – a Video.  (Remember, you want to save your mobile 
users from using too many keystrokes, which can be a pain on a tiny mobile.) 

 

Those with the attention span (and the “entertain me” mentality) of the average 
mobile addict may not read the description – but they most likely will click on the 



 

 

video, to be rewarded with a visual feast as chef Andrea expertly and quickly cooks 
up, garnishes and serves, right before their eyes.  

 

But Di Maggio’s doesn’t stop there… 

• Not only does Di Maggio’s create a mobile-optimized website 

• Not only do they provide a QR code on their website 

• Not only do they provide an App specifically tailored for their customers 

• Not only do they up their game with interactive video 

They also make sure the video (a) instantly goes full-screen when you click on the 
Video button and (b) is delivered in Hi-Definition format. 

These two factors virtually scream “optimized for mobile display”. 

(This is the difference between professionally designed mobile sites and Apps and 
ones done piecemeal by store staff:  This attention to promotional integration and 
maximum optimization.) 

You see, an App is only as good as the rest of the promotional plan.  It can be the 
most brilliantly-designed App in the world, but if the business owner doesn’t make 
the most of every opportunity to make sure that it is seen by their ideal customer, he 
or she not only loses out on a good chunk of the target market, but usually misses 
vital steps in setting up such a campaign – such as making sure your restaurant is: 

• Taking advantage of all the geo-targeting options now provided by 
Google, your App, social media networks, and other App-based directories 
and review sites such as Foursquare. 



 

 

 

• Listed in relevant, top end-user rated local and country-optimized 
directories. 

 

It’s important to remember also that many of these directories and sites are either  
powered by Apps or provide Apps to help your business – and your customers! 

Judging by the popularity and expansion of the DiMaggio’s chain, as well as its 
strong reviews and ratings locally, this professionally-managed campaign seems to 
have paid off. 



 

 

Oh.  And they also took one other action absolutely vital to local business owners… 

• Di Maggio’s installed their App Download information and offer prominently on 
their home page. 

On to our next example… 

Case Study # 2: The Helen Oliveri Team 

 

This Chicagoland and North Shore real estate agency makes their App the central 
feature of their landing page – in addition showing potential customers what the App 
looks like, by featuring a life-sized graphic. 

The website home page, however, is a little too busy with multiple flash displays – 
and the App download button buried well below the fold in a black-on-black 
background. 

  



 

 

Oliveri does a great job on her home page of focusing on her potential clients’ needs 
by making the “Search Listings”  calculator a large, prominent part of her own web 
page “real estate” above the fold.  She also uses geo-targeting keywords such as 
“Chicago” and “North Shore”:  But the three flash elements constantly (and far too 
rapidly) cycling are confusing and off-putting.  (Check out the website link, because 
this still screenshot doesn’t do the randomly flashing graphic elements full justice… 
or perhaps that should be “injustice”.) 

 

Kudos for placing her social media icons in a highly noticeable spot on a background 
for making them “pop” and stand out  -- but why couldn’t she have ensured her App 
button stands out in the much more readable and easy-to-browse bottom section, 
below the fold? 

 

(Even in our example, with the App button highlighted and arrowed, it’s hard to spot.) 



 

 

But she does top Google rankings for certain generic keyword combinations (mostly 
combining location and “real estate”).  The App undoubtedly plays a part in this 
though she also makes good use of other online opportunities.  Most notably: 

• Google reviews 

• A Google+ Page 

• A well-branded Facebook Page 

• A well-optimized LinkedIn Profile 

• An interview in Chicago Agent Magazine (which utilizes her branded 
“signature” profile photo) 

 

And a couple of directory listings. 

One wonders how much her App contributed to the viral quality that garnered her so 
many reviews – and how much was due to soliciting reviews (though there is no 
evidence of online review-soliciting calls to action).  But the fact that there was an 
App for this company does place it well up in directory listings.  

All in all, an uneven but strong web-searchability campaign, with enough “must 
have” strategies to place her above her local peers in the search results – including 
her iPhone App. 

  



 

 

Eight More Local Venues that Successfully Use Apps 

Bricks-and-mortar stores aren’t the only types of business that can use Apps to 
boost their local and web presence – and attract more visitors.  Let’s take a look at 
eight different types of local venu that found their way into top-page Google rankings 
after installing an App: 

1. http://www.City of San Francisco Recreation and Parks 

 

iPhone and iPad App provided by the City of San Francisco Recreation and 
Parks Department to help people find parks of all types quickly via their 
smartphones and devices on a GPS-enabled mobile map. 

2. Sydney Symphony Orchestra 

 

For iPhone and Android.  “Compatible with any smartphone supporting mobile 
internet, including Blackberry, Palm & Windows devices.” 



 

 

3. Rock 95 Radio Station  

 

This Barrie radio station in Ontario, Canada, doesn’t prominently feature its 
traffic reports on its website – but it does provide a traffic App which has 
boosted its Google Ranking and searchability – and encouraged listeners to 
access it often via their mobiles. 

(In addition to Blackberry, it is also available for Android through Google 
Play.) 

4. The Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton county  

 

Libraries were one of the first types of local “businesses” to catch onto the 
power of Apps.  Cincinnati is by no means the only library with an App – but it 
IS the only library in the top ranking library Google results with the QR code 
“double whammy” we saw with our Di Maggio’s Case Study.  



 

 

5. 3Js Hair Salon 

 

Incredibly, this Vestal, New York salon doesn’t seem to have a website (at 
least not in the New York hair salon page one results) – but they do have a 
Facebook Page, directory listings and App. 

Think what they could have done with a plan as thorough as DiMaggio’s. 

Or even if they had used a Facebook App to drive people to their actual 3J’s 
Android Hair Salon App download on Google Play,  replacing one of the more 
generic header tabs. 

6. Chicago Bears 

 

Kudos to the Chicago Bears football team for featuring their mobile App 
download on their home page. 

Too bad, however, that it was placed below the fold (i.e. you have to scroll 
down to actively find it.) 



 

 

7. Discover Muskoka  

 

This Muskoka Tourism official newsletter does not offer readers its own 
mobile App but admits to using Google AdWords campaigns and ads to  
“create ‘click-to-download app’ ads that are specifically tailored to mobile 
devices.”  Adds Discover Muskoka:  “We will promote the downloading of our 
new mobile app to anyone searching for keywords related to Muskoka. 
Our mobile app focuses on cross-promoting services and products in 
order to increase tourism spending in the region.  

What’s “in it” for Discover Muskoka and Muskoka Tourism?  While helping out 
visiting tourists, they keep tourist cash invested in local businesses, 
sustaining their own raison d’être. 

8. Newmarket Café + Wine Bar 

 

We located this Australian café and wine bar not through its Facebook Page 
or website, but through a single Facebook post.   

  



 

 

Just the mere mention of a Mobile App got this wine bar to the first page of a 
Google search for “Wine Bar + Australia” via this post: 

 

The disadvantage they have:  Their App links to the App creation site – not to 
their own website.  But they are also listed in Urbanspoon and TripAdvisor 
App-based directories – that seems to count for a lot, with Google Search. 

 

 

 

Studying examples of other businesses specifically like yours can not only 
give you ideas on how to use Apps, but on how not to use them.  As in… You 
can clearly see that some of the businesses just mentioned don’t seem to 
have a well-integrated cross-platform campaign. 

  

Tip:  Facebook Pages are always defaulted to PUBLIC – so posts are searchable 
through Google Search. 



 

 

True, they did top organic searches for various keywords – but what if they 
had planned and implemented a well-organized App campaign, with not just 
some of the following elements, but all of them? 

• A clear-cut goal (i.e. “increase weekly profits by twenty-five per cent”) 

• A well-researched, well-tested App that goes above and beyond  

o Similar competitor apps 

o The obvious, to meet a need of your target demographic that 
they didn’t know they wanted 

• A correctly-identified potential customer/user base 

• Targeted, cross-platform integration 

• Targeted, cross-platform promotion 

• Accurate measurement and tracking 

 

What Your Customers Want 

It is also important to know the best type of App to build for your customers.  In truth, 
there are several types you can build – but your custom App should have its own 
single function or unique theme of functions.  

Here’s a screenshot of our old friend, Di Maggio’s, App, taken from the iTunes 
store… 

 



 

 

Notice that there is one theme – using their restaurant services easily.  With 
simple, single taps on the graphic-icon buttons, their patrons can: 

• Look for offers (promotions) 

• Read the latest news about Di Maggio’s 

• Make a booking 

• Contact the 

• Save preferences or menu items 

• View the menu 

• Calculate the tip 

• Run a search for anything not accessible via the buttons provided 

If you do find yourself wanting to provide a function that doesn’t fit within your App’s 
intended use and theme, consider making it available through a third-party App and 
App directory or store. 

For example, say all your customers want your hair salon to do is play your 
“Hairstyle Game”:  It doesn’t make sense for a game to also provide directions to 
your salon. 

By claiming your spot in location and service-based directories such as Yelp, you 
ensure your business is findable on your customer’s mobile via her App. 

And say you want to offer coupons too:  Again, this isn’t appropriate for a Game 
App, whose purpose is sheer entertainment – so you may want to try presenting it 
through a local deal site that already has a mobile app, letting your customers know 
they can download an App to “get the deal on your phone”. Note that deal sites may 
work short tern but may not be the best plan for sustainable growth. 

 



 

 

Types of Apps You Can Create 

Think carefully about the type of App you need for your business – and whether or 
not you should promote a third-party App or actually have a unique App custom-
created. 

Common types of popular Apps for local businesses include: 

• Coupon Apps 

• Directory Apps 

• Reservation Apps 

• Website Apps1  

• Games Apps 

• Entertainment Apps 

• Recipe Apps 

And just about any type of App you can dream up. 

Placing Your App in App Stores 

Another step that sometimes gets missed when business owners create first-time 
Apps:  Deciding whether or not to offer the App download directly from their 
websites… or placing it in App stores such as Google Places or iTunes – for free, or 
for a fee. 

The general rule of thumb:  The more unique and desirable the App, the more you 
can charge.  For most businesses, however, a free App to help customers enjoy 
their shopping experiences more (and more conveniently) is the way to go. Most 
customers will expect the app to be free. 

Finding Out Who Your Audience Is 

If you have a functioning business, you probably already have a strong idea about 
your demographic.  Are you a Comic Shop whose patrons are mostly 40-year-old 
“nerds” who are unmarried, shy and still live in their parents’ basement?  Or are they 

                                                
1 Reducing your website to just its most essential, commonly-used features via buttons, as Di 
Maggio’s did 



 

 

mostly college and university students  who thrive on your graphic novels, anime 
and gaming system offerings? 

Be sure not to make assumptions, however:  Creating promotions and sign up 
offers to research your actual customer base may yield some real surprises – and 
valuable facts you can put to targeted, focused use. 

You can create surveys at Survey Monkey, polls on your Facebook Page – yes, 
Facebook polls are back; if you use Offerpop – and have contests, surveys and 
ballots in-store. 

 

Find out facts such as: 

• Which social platforms your customers prefer 

• Whether or not they use social networking 

• What type of mobile device they use 

• Whether or not they search for local businesses on their mobiles 

• Their top three favorite mobile Apps 

• What they would like to see in an App for your store  

And whatever else you are inspired to ask. 



 

 

  



 

 

Top Survey Tips 

When creating surveys and polls, however, do keep them simple.  You can offer a 
reward (or not) for any of these, to sweeten the pot – but particularly offer a reward 
(e.g. “A free large Cappuccino or Latté for each completed questionnaire”) if your 
survey is longer than five or six questions.  (Survey Monkey recommends a ten-
question limit.) 

And if your responses indicate that your customers or clients are heavy Facebook 
users, create or revamp your a well-branded Facebook Page for your local business 
– and make sure that one of the custom Tabs in the header section takes people 
directly to your App download. 

You can also include your custom QR code in your Facebook Cover Photo2 or 
Profile Photo for your customers to scan with their mobiles, as this Japanese 
company has done. 

 

(And notice they have made full use of their Tabs with custom and third-party Apps.) 

In addition to QR codes, remember that you can now also put direct calls to action 
and offers in your Cover Photo too.) 

QR Codes 101 

Your customer does have to download a QR code scanner (itself an App), but most 
smart phones either come with these installed or you’ll find that your customers 
                                                
2 Header area background 



 

 

already know about scanners and have installed them by the time you create your 
QR code anyway.  (If they don’t – educate them!  Tell them what to do and where to 
download their simple scanner!) 

There are different scanner downloads for different devices. Free-qr-code.net offers 
a quick and handy list of its top ten picks. (Share the relevant links with your 
customers!) 

 

Post about your custom App on your Facebook Page, run contests – get people 
engaged. 

But remember:  On all your social networks, the trick is to consistently and 
constantly interact – answer questions, thank, acknowledge and comment.   

No matter what sort of promotion you are running with or for your local business 
mobile App, however, be sure to always keep your ideal target customer (and his or 
her mobile device and preferences) in mind. 

“What if my Demographic is Over 50 Years Old?” 

It used to be that digital and online technology was largely ignored by the over-fifties:  
But not anymore.  An August, 2013 PRWeb press release from Seniors Guide 
Online states: “As of July 2013, SeniorsGuideOnline.com has seen a 173% increase 
in traffic from tablets and computers.” 

They also cite a Pew Research study as reporting:  “ 38% of adults ages 45-54 
owned a tablet, while 28% of adults 55-64 were found to own a tablet device.” 

The two most common reasons given by those over fifty to explain an increased use 
of the internet, social networks and mobile technology? 



 

 

• Keep in touch with family members who only communicate on social networks 

• Find local businesses that they can easily travel to (or who deliver) 

Mobiles also help seniors cope – through home care-type Apps and local shopping 
and delivery apps – with disability. 

The Importance of Tracking Your App-Based Campaigns 

True, it’s important to track any marketing or promotional campaign – but let’s look to 
our earlier case study, Di Maggio’s, to see the difference in Google Search results – 
and ratings – after paying attention to customer habits and needs, and installing (and 
announcing) a mobile App… 

 

 

You can track through Facebook Insights, if you have a Facebook Page.  (The “new 
Insights” allows you to track posts containing your keywords – and that could include 
posts mentioning your App.) 

But you are not “stuck” with sinking resources into developing your own App:  Even 
those business owners on a modest budget – or who need time to figure out the 
perfect App to develop – can take advantage of third-party Apps and App directories 
to instantly add value to their businesses. 

And those who want to create a simple, low-cost App can take advantage of third 
party sites that let you develop your own App, using their tools. 

Let’s take a look at these two options in further detail… 

Using Third-Party App Options 



 

 

One of the easiest ways to add an App experience to your customer’s interaction:  
List your business in a location-based Directory such as TripAdvisor or Yelp that is 
already presented in App format. 

That way, whenever your customer uses Yelp, for example, to find a local business 
such as yours, your business will automatically come up in her search results. 

And if your competitors haven’t bothered to do this – you’ll practically own the field! 

On the following two pages you will find a resource list of Third Party Apps 
you might want to connect with your business… 

  



 

 

Third Party App Sites 

Yelp 

 

Founded in 2004 strictly to help local 
businesses get discovered.  Gets over 
117 million monthly unique visitors.  Yelp 
users have written over 47 million Yelp 
local business reviews. 
Has its own App people for iPhone, 
Android, Blackberry and more.  
Your customers who have downloaded 
and used the Yelp app can find your local 
business in it, if you list it in the   Yelp 
directory. 

TripAdvisor 

 
 
 

“The world’s largest travel site” is slanted 
towards the hospitality business, as its 
name suggests.  If you own a restaurant, 
pub, hotel, motel, resort or any type of 
business geared to travelers, make sure 
your business is listed her. 
Again, your potential customers may 
already have downloaded – and be using 
– the TripAdvisor free App.   
Make sure they can find you in the 
TripAdvisor Directory. 

Foursquare 

 
 

Foursquare boasts 40 million users 
finding local “places to go” and states 
that your business is “probably already 
on there” – and that your customers have 
put it there. 

It then invites you to claim your listing in 
the  Foursquare Directory.  You do so by 
entering the name of your business and 
running a search, during which 
Foursquare proves that their claim is 
true. 



 

 

Urbanspoon 

 

Another popular App-based directory 
with an international business and user 
base. 

Especially tailored for food-based 
businesses. 

Claim your directory listing on 
Urbanspoon. 

Google Places 

 

All you have to do is log in with your 
Google account and verify that you are 
the owner. 

Then be found on “Google Search, 
Maps, Google+, and mobile devices”. 

As a bonus, U.S. business owners can  
also download the “Places for Business” 
mobile app and manage your store or 
office from within your business premises 
– or from anywhere else. 

If you opt for its “Premium Features”, you 
can take advantage of Google Offers (as 
well as AdWords Express). 

Google Offers 

 
 

Google Offers allows you to create 
instant offers (e.g. 40% off a regular 
pizza) with one click. To run with this 
example, people in your city searching 
for pizzas find your offer when they use 
the App that delivers these.  Your store 
traffic increases – and you can track the 
performance of different offers. 

 



 

 

These are by no means all the third-party App sites and types you can use in your 
marketing – but it will give you a place to start and plan from in your further 
explorations. 

Making the Decision 

Will creating a custom App, using third party Apps and building carefully planned 
campaigns increase your profits and delight your customers to the point where the 
process is all worthwhile? 

And will you: 

• Use third-party Apps 

• Learn to create Apps yourself 

• Build an App Development team within your local business 

• Outsource to an App development freelancer 

• Outsource to an App development company 

• Outsource to a marketing and promotion company who specializes in App 
development 

Only you know the answer that is best for your budget, skills, available time, 
business – and customers. 

Think about it, make a plan – and enjoy increased customer loyalty, a new market 
segment – and well-deserved profits. 


